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Abstract. To understand the role of different metallurgical parameters on the void formation mechanisms,
various austenitic stainless steels were elaborated and irradiated with heavy ions. Two alloys, in several
metallurgical conditions (15Cr/15Ni–Ti and 15Cr/25Ni–Ti), were irradiated in the JANNUS-Saclay facility at
600 °C with 2 MeV Fe2+ ions up to 150 dpa. Resulting microstructures were observed by Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM). Different effects on void swelling are highlighted. Only the pre-aged samples, which were
consequently solute and especially titanium depleted, show cavities. The nickel-enriched matrix shows more voids
with a smaller size. Finally, the presence of nano-precipitates combined with a dense dislocation network
decreases strongly the number of cavities.

1 Introduction
In the framework of the GEN IV Sodium Fast Reactors
(SFR) program, CEA is developing new austenitic steels for
fuel-pin claddings. These steels have been selected because
they exhibit the required properties: good formability,
weldability, compatibility with sodium, good corrosion
resistance and very good mechanical properties at service
(400–700 °C).
However, austenitic steels are limited in dose (dpa)
because they swell under irradiation. This behaviour causes
dimensional changes of fuel assemblies which have
consequently to be regularly replaced. Swelling is the
consequence of voids formation by vacancies supersaturation induced by irradiation. Cavities as a new type of
radiation defect were discovered in 1967 by Cawthorne and
Fulton in the Dounreay Fast Reactor [1]. Since then, a lot of
research has been done to better understand this
phenomenon and to reduce the swelling under irradiation
[2,3]. Currently in France, the most optimized steel is a
15Cr–15Ni (named AIM1), stabilized with titanium and
cold worked (CW). This is the reference material for the
ﬁrst core of the future CEA SFR reactor, called ASTRID.
This alloy should be able to sustain doses up to 100–110
displacements per atom (dpaNRT). New austenitic alloys
could be designed to reach higher doses, 120–130 dpa.
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Swelling under irradiation depends on various microstructural parameters such as the dislocation density [4–7],
precipitates [7–10] and the chemical elements in solid
solution [8,11–15]. Besides, the role of each of them can be
direct or indirect [16]. It has been noticed for a long time
that the high dislocation density found in cold-worked
steels reduces the swelling. Dislocations trap vacancies and
decrease their supersaturation. Nevertheless, a recovering
of the dislocation network is observed at high temperature
(T > 540 °C) and reactivates the swelling. Titanium has
been added in the alloys to avoid this phenomenon [5]. It
induces the precipitation of nanosized titanium carbides
which pin the dislocation network and stabilize it at high
temperature. Delalande [17] showed that 15Cr–15Ni–Ti
steel could be stable up to 750 °C. Used with this purpose,
titanium plays an indirect role on swelling. Moreover it has
been put forward that titanium could have also a direct
effect in solid solution [7,12,14].
The objective of this work is to understand better the
role of these important metallurgical parameters on
the voids formation mechanisms and thus contribute to
the development of new austenitic alloys. Ten new alloys
were elaborated in OCAS Gent with microstructure
similar to that of AIM1. Each alloy has a single composition variation in titanium, phosphorus, silicon, nickel
or niobium compared to AIM1. In order to isolate the
different microstructural contributions on the swelling
mechanisms, each grade is available with various
metallurgical states which are described later. To simulate
partially the neutron irradiation, some samples have been
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Fig. 1. Diagram of fabrication process.

Table 1. Major constituents of L50 and L47 measured by
ICP-OES.

Fig. 2. (A) L50 SA and (B) L47 SA etched with oxalic acid and
observed with optical microscope, perpendicular to the rolling
direction.
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Table 2. Coarse precipitates composition (WDS).
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irradiated with heavy ions in the JANNUS facility at CEA
Saclay. TEM observations were also carried out on these
samples.
This article discusses the results observed on two steel
grades: a 15Cr–15Ni alloy which has the same composition
as the industrial AIM1 steel and a 15Cr–25Ni alloy with a
higher chemical content in nickel. Both are stabilized with
the same amounts of titanium.

2 Samples description
2.1 Elaboration
The reference material AIM1 is fabricated industrially in
the form of tubes 0.5 mm thick. The experimental materials
L50 and L47 made by OCAS and described in this study
are model steels produced in small quantities: around
100 kg. They were not shaped by extrusion. They were
elaborated as sheets of 0.5 mm thick by rolling processes
detailed below. The fabrication process is given in Figure 1.
This metallurgical path is performed to obtain a microstructure close to one of the AIM1.
After casting, the composition of the ingots was
measured by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission
Spectrometry (ICP-OES). The results concerning the
major constituents are presented in Table 1. L50 (15/15Ti) has the same chemical composition as the industrial
AIM1 and the only difference with L47 (15/25-Ti) is a
higher Ni/Fe ratio. They contain other minor constituents
such as phosphorus and silicon.
Plates of 20 mm thickness were cut from ingots and
homogenised at 1200 °C during 2 h in order to dissolve the
carbo-nitrides. Then, 7 hot rolling passes were carried out
between 1100 °C and 900 °C to produce sheets. Finally
based on literature [18], various cold working and solution
annealing (SA) were tested on each alloy to obtain a ﬁnal

grain size between 20 mm and 60 mm. The chosen option is
a 80% cold reduction for L50, 70% for L47, both followed by
a SA above 1100 °C during 2 min. The resulting microstructures observed with an optical microscope are shown
in Figure 2.
The measured grain size was 30 ± 5 mm on L50 and
25 ± 5 mm on L47 using the Visilog software. It is less
homogeneous in L47. It could be due to complex recrystallization mechanisms known to depend on the stacking
fault energy (SFE). SFE is higher in L47 than in L50
because it increases with the Ni content [19,20]. In general,
a higher SFE makes twins formation more difﬁcult and
dislocation cross slip easier, resulting in more dislocation
mobility. This will favour more dislocation cells and tend
to result in a less homogeneous microstructure [18].
Coarse TiN appear in yellow with a cubic shape
and (Ti,Mo)(C,N) appear greyish. Both have a diameter
of a few micrometers. Precipitates with lower size of
50–200 nm were identiﬁed as (Ti, Mo)(C,N) by Energy
Dispersive X-ray spectrometry EDX on carbon replicas.
The efﬁciency of the solution annealing (SA) is probably
different compared to the one of an industrial treatment
on tubes. Nevertheless, Small-Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS) and ﬁne TEM analysis conﬁrmed the total
dissolution of nano-precipitates during the SA.
Microstructures show some heterogeneity in the
precipitation, especially in L50. These heterogeneities are
already visible after hot rolling. Microprobe analyses show
segregations of all addition elements in the zones with the
highest concentration of precipitates. The 1200 °C homogenisation treatment was probably not effective to fully
homogenise the material.
The chemical composition of the coarse precipitates
was measured with microprobe (WDS). The results given
in Table 2 are consistent with literature [10,18]. The result on
C content is indicative. A strong contamination during the
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Fig. 3. Schematics of the sample names and the associated
thermomechanical treatments. Arrows indicate the investigated
effects.

analysis is observed. The presence of nitrogen in (Ti,Mo)(C,
N) limits probably the dissolution of those carbonitrides
during the heat treatments.
The remaining amount of Ti in solid solution is of major
importance for the swelling resistance. Assuming that after
SA there is no nano-precipitates, the titanium content in
solid solution was estimated by WDS on areas without
precipitates. L50 SA and L47 SA contain about
0.2 ± 0.02 wt.% of titanium in solid solution.
2.2 Metallurgical states
In order to isolate the contribution of different effects on
swelling, several metallurgical states were elaborated for
the two alloys: M1, M2, M30 and M6 for L50 (15/15-Ti)
and only M1 and M30 for L47 (15/25-Ti). A diagram
showing the different metallurgical conditions of these
6 samples (places A–F) is presented in Figure 3 and the
conclusions which can be made comparing the behaviour
of two samples are represented by the arrows. The
microstructure of the corresponding samples observed
with TEM is given in Figure 5. The TEM micrographs are
arranged in the same way than in Figure 3. Finally, the
ﬁnal steps of the fabrication process for the different
metallurgical states are given in Figure 4.
The metallurgical cold-worked (CW) state M2 done on
L50 is equivalent to the ﬁnal step of commercial AIM1
fabrication. The fabrication process ends with a 20% CW
after the SA. It provides a dense dislocation network
observable in Figure 5A. Dislocation density has not been
measured but the work of Voronin on similar material
shows that it could reach 5  1014 m2 [21]. The evidence of
these high deformed microstructures is the presence of cells
(between 100 nm and 300 nm) and mechanical twins. The
primary titanium carbides are present only in some regions
as noticed from the optical observations. Due to the

50h
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Time
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Fig. 4. Final steps of the fabrication process for the different
metallurgical states.

competition of all direct and indirect contributions of
dislocations, precipitates and solutes on swelling, conclusions on mechanisms are difﬁcult to reach. To isolate and
differentiate the effect of the dislocations, the solutes and
the precipitates, other speciﬁc metallurgical states were
elaborated.
M1 (or SA) samples (C and E in Figs. 3 and 5) did not
undergo the ﬁnal 20% CW. The ﬁnal step consists in a
2 min SA to keep as much as possible the solutes in solid
solution and provides a low dislocation density (shown
in Figs. 5C and 5E). One can see primary (Mo,Ti)C
precipitates and dislocation pile-ups formed at grain
boundaries (GB). They could be due to the relaxation of
residual stresses during annealing [22]. This SA heat
treatment could be optimized to get rid of these precipitates
and dislocations from the microstructure. This metallurgical state M1 (SA) allows studying the voids formation
without lot of dislocations. Hence, this highlights the direct
effect of Radiation Induced Precipitation (RIP) and
permits to assess the effect of different elements in solid
solution. For the record, in M2 (CW) metallurgical state,
the solutes and the precipitates have an indirect role on
swelling, stabilizing the dislocation network. In M1 (SA)
this complexity in avoided. Comparing L50M1 (C: 15/15Ti) and L47M1 (E: 15/25-Ti), the effect of nickel in solid
solution is put forward.
To promote a thin titanium carbide precipitation along
the dislocations, a heat treatment was carried out at 650 °C
during 50 h on the M2 (CW) material. This metallurgical
state performed on L50 (15Cr–15Ni) is called M6 (Fig. 3B).
This heat treatment was chosen based on different
experiments reported in [17,22,23]. The nanometric coherent precipitates on L50M6 (Fig. 5B) are put in evidence in
two beams conditions (g = <200>) thanks to Moiré fringes
perpendicular to g. These are caused by a little misﬁt
between the lattice parameter of the precipitates and the
matrix. For Moiré fringes perpendicular to g active
diffraction vector, the following equation can be considered,
D = d1d2/(d2  d1) [24]. This relates the spacing of fringes
D, to interplanar spacing of the matrix and the precipitate
d1 and d2, for a given diffraction vector. Considering
measured value of D = 1.03 nm and d1 = 0.18 nm with
g = <200>, the calculated value of d2 = 0.218 nm is close to
the reticular distance of {200} planes in the (Ti,Mo)C
precipitates (d200 = 0.216 nm) [12]. A chemical analysis
should be done to conﬁrm their nature. One can see this
ﬁne precipitation of (Ti,Mo)C which nucleates on dislocations (Fig. 5B). SANS analysis was performed on a
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Fig. 5. BFTEM observations before irradiation: (A) L50M2 (15/15-Ti CW), (B) L50M6 (15/15-Ti CW+650 °C/50 h), (C) L50M1
(15/15-Ti SA), (D) L50M30 (15/15-Ti SA+800 °C/24 h), (E) L47M1 (15/25-Ti SA), (F) L47M30 (15/25-Ti SA+800 °C/24 h).

bulk sample. A density Np = 5.9  1022 m3 and an average
radius of 2 nm were measured. Hence the volume
fraction of nanoprecipitation can be deduced: fv = 0.20%.
A TEM analysis on this sample provides a slightly higher
mean radius (2.4 nm) with a lower density (2.9  1022),
resulting a volume fraction of 0.21%. The smaller defects
cannot be seen with TEM, which explains the slight
difference with SANS technique. The amount of remaining
Ti in solid solution cannot be estimated with WDS because

the analysed volume is about 1 mm3 and necessarily
contains nanocarbides. The WDS results suggest that
0.2 wt.% Ti was available in the solid solution before the
650 °C aging. A volume fraction of 0.20% (Ti,Mo)C
measured with SANS corresponds to the precipitation of
0.11 wt.% of Ti. In consequence, the remaining Ti in solid
solution could be about 0.09 wt.% in the metallurgical state
M6. Hence, M6 allows to limit the effects of solutes and
RIP on swelling and enlighten the nano-precipitates role.
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This role can be indirect by favouring the pinning of the
dislocations, or direct by enhancing a recombination of
Frenkel pairs (FP) or nucleation of cavities [13,25].
The M30 metallurgical state consists in a 24 h ageing
at 800 °C after SA in order to precipitate all solutes.
This ageing was chosen based on selective dissolution experiments and TTP diagram [22,23] on 1.4970
steel. The microstructures of L50M30 (Fig. 5D and Fig. 6)
and L47M30 (Fig. 5F), observed with TEM, reveal a coarse
precipitation at GB. The EDX analysis on this precipitates
extracted on replicas gives a mean composition of 73%Cr,
23%Fe in L50M30 , and 60%Cr, 20%Fe, 6%Mo in L47M30 .
These carbides are enriched in chromium and could be
M23C6 precipitates in agreement with the literature [17,26].
This characterisation is conﬁrmed with micro-diffraction
analysis shown in Figure 6. The precipitate diffraction
spots were identiﬁed with Dark Field Images (DF). These
reveal an epitaxy relationship between the precipitate and
the matrix in one side of the GB. Hence the precipitate
lattice parameter is measured to 1.07 nm, which is very
close to M23C6 lattice parameter. In addition, a dense
10–20 nm precipitation is observed along GB in both
L47M30 and L50M30 (D and F). They are probably
titanium carbides but this needs to be conﬁrmed. TEM
analysis indicates the absence of nano-TiC in intragranular
position. The metallurgical state M30 (800 °C/24 h) was
chosen to get rid of RIP and solutes effects on swelling. It
can be considered that the major part of solutes, in
particular titanium, has precipitated. Comparing L50M30
and L47M30 , the direct role of the matrix enriched in nickel
can be investigated. Moreover, the importance of elements
in solid solution during irradiation can be assessed by
comparison of the M30 (SA+800 °C/24 h) with the M1
(SA) sample.

In order to simulate partially the neutron damage
generated in a nuclear reactor, the irradiations were carried
out with heavy ions. The motivations for using ions are
numerous [27]. Mainly, the damage rate is about 104 more
important which makes possible to simulate a 10 years
neutron irradiations in a few hours. Moreover, the samples
are not activated and thus the characterisation is easy to
perform. Hence, ion irradiation enables to test easily a wide
range of samples and conditions, which are precisely what is
required for investigations of the basic damage processes.
However, the very high dose rate can bias the defects
formation mechanisms and, in particular, change the
incubation dose. Besides, ions create a damage only located
close to the surface which makes difﬁcult mechanical
characterisations. Moreover, the surface is a sink for mobile
defects and thus can also bias the swelling mechanisms. In
this study, all the irradiated samples were observed near the
surface. Even if this surface affects the swelling behaviour,
it is considered as similar in all the samples and therefore we
will focus comparison between the samples. Usually it is
considered that irradiation with ions does not give any
information about the incubation dose. Nevertheless it is
believed that the trends comparing several alloys are the
same with ion and neutron irradiations [28,29].
In order to differentiate as much as possible these
microstructures regarding the swelling behaviour, the
highest damage is produced. The irradiation conditions
were determined in consequence, based on experience [30]
and SRIM calculations. The samples were irradiated at
600 °C with 2 MeV Fe2+ ions in JANNUS facility in CEA
Saclay. This irradiation uses a rastered beam with a
frequency of 500 Hz. The experiment lasted 21 h divided in
4 days, under a very high ions ﬂux of 4.22  1012 cm2 s1
in average. Every day, the samples were heated the morning
and cooled down at the end of the day. This operation spent
less than 15 min.
The choice of the irradiation temperature is a key point
in swelling behaviour. The formation of irradiation defects
such as Frank loops, RIP or cavities, is the result of FP’s
creation caused by collisions and their subsequent thermal
diffusion. The maximum swelling is between 500 °C and
550 °C with neutrons [30,31]. Since the dose rate caused by
ions is 104 higher than that of neutrons, there is less time for
diffusion between two displacement events. Increasing the
temperature accelerates the diffusion of point defects and
allows time for microstructure evolution processes to take
place. Mansur proposed a relationship to derive the
temperature shift, at ﬁxed doses, to obtain a similar
swelling [16]. This is deduced keeping the net ﬂux of
vacancies over interstitials to a particular type of sink
(cavities) to be invariant. For the damage rate generated in
this experiment (2.4  103 dpa s1), the model gives a
temperature around 600 °C corresponding to the swelling
peak. This result is in good accordance with few
experimental results [32,33] realised with 2 MeV ions on
steels containing 0.2 wt.% of Ti. Hence 600 °C was chosen
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as irradiation temperature. Nevertheless, even at this
temperature, the kinetics of evolution of defects is not
increased by a factor 104 as the dose rate, and this can bias
the swelling mechanisms. Also, some experiments with
5 MeV ions irradiation on Fe–Cr–Ni alloys indicate that the
maximum swelling should be produced close to 675 °C on
ternary alloys [34,35]. Indeed the temperature of the
maximum swelling is reduced with the addition of titanium
[25] due to a mechanism described by Venker and Ehrlich
[36]. This effect is less important but also observed by Seran
et al. under neutron irradiation on 316Ti SA [15].
3.2 Experiments
Samples are 3 mm diameter TEM foils, about 50 mm thick
and electro polished only on one face. After being
irradiated, this face is protected with Lacomite and the
other face is polished until a hole is formed. Then, a 100 nm
thick thin-foil can be observed by TEM. A picture of oneface polished samples set in the holder after irradiation is
given in Figure 7A. To be sure of the reproducibility and
reliability of the results, the 6 samples were doubled: (1) and
(2). Their respective position in the holder is represented on
the sketch of Figure 7.
During the experiments, the control of the temperature
is sensitive. Samples are heated by a heating plate stuck
behind the holder but also by the ion beam. The control of
the irradiation temperature was ensured at 600 °C by a

thermocouple in contact with a steel chock under the thin
foil L50M1(1). It was supplemented by a thermal camera.
In order to avoid an overheating of the samples, the thermal
emissivity was calibrated at 550 °C with the beam turned
off. During irradiation, while the thermocouple set the
chock temperature at 600 °C, the thermal camera indicated
a temperature of about 625 °C for each foil. This gap
can be due to an overheating caused by the beam, or to
a calibration drift as a function of temperature (the
emissivity calibration was performed at 550 °C). Moreover,
according to the thermal camera (photo Fig. 7B), the foils
L47M1(1) and L50M2(1) probably overheated of 50 °C. A
bad contact between the foils and the steel chocks under
them is suspected.
3.3 Dose calculation
Considering a ﬂux of 2 MeV iron ions, the damage (full line)
in dpa and the ions implantation proﬁles (dotted line) were
computed with the SRIM software and are given in
Figure 8. The model used is that of Kinchin and Pease (KP)
with the parameters recommended by Stoller and Toloczko
[37]. It gives a dpa KP value close to the dpa NRT used for
neutron damage. The displacement threshold energy used is
40 eV (Stoller speciﬁcation) instead of 18 eV (measured
threshold energy) [28] and the lattice and surface binding
energy is set to 0. The dpa KP can be calculated by the
following formula:
dpa KP ¼

x’tM
;
rN a

ð1Þ

where x is the dpa per ions per angstrom computed with
SRIM, ’ is the ions ﬂux, t is the time, M is the sample molar
mass, r its density and Na the Avogadro number.
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Fig. 9. BFTEM and DFTEM micrographs of Frank loops in
L50M30 (D) after irradiation.

With the experimental procedure used, the TEM
observations are performed on the ﬁrst 100 nm from the
surface where the incident ions are not implanted. Since
there is a dose gradient in the thickness of the thin foil, an
average value of x = 0.44 dpa/A/ion is considered.
The ion ﬂux w was measured by seven Faraday cages at
different places over the samples holder. Using equation (1),
the corresponding dose (dpa KP) was calculated
and indicated on the holder shown in Figure 7. The
dose repartition is not very homogeneous and can vary
up to 30 dpa between different samples. Nevertheless,
considering the large gradient of dpa through the TEM
thin foil, this variation is limited. In average, the dpa rate
is about 2.4  103 dpa s1.

4 Results
4.1 Results
The results show a good reproducibility because no
signiﬁcant differences have been noticed between the foils
(1) and (2) with the same microstructure. Besides, a good
homogeneity of the damage was noticed inside a given
sample. A bright ﬁeld TEM image is given in Figure 10 for
each sample after irradiation. All micrographs were taken
close to B = <110> zone axis, in two-beams condition
(g = <200>), except Figures 10D and 10F which were
taken still close to B = <110> zone axis but out of contrast
in order to better see cavities. They were chosen as
representative as possible of the microstructure. For an easy
comparison, the samples microstructures in Figure 10 are
arranged in same order as in Figures 3 and 5 (samples before
irradiation).
In all the samples, irradiation defects are observable
such as Frank loops, precipitates and sometimes cavities.
Two kinds of precipitates are distinguished. P1 type

7

precipitates are pointed out with red arrows in
Figure 10 micrographs. They show moiré fringes
perpendicular to g = <200> direction and D spacing
(1.1 nm < D < 1.4 nm). Consequently, they are supposed
to be coherent nano (Mo,Ti)C, even if D value is slightly
higher than the theoretical value Dth = 1.05 nm. P2 type
precipitates are pointed out with yellow arrows in
Figure 10. Micro-diffractions indicate that most of them
could be M23C6, M6C or G-phase precipitates. Frank
loops were highlighted with a DF on their stacking fault,
close to B = <110> with g ¼< 311 > (rel-rod technique).
An example is given in Figure 9. Finally cavities appear
with a black contour when the beam is under-focused
and with a bright one when the beam is over-focused.
In the following, all the cavity images are shown
under-focused.
Three kinds of defect have been quantiﬁed and
reported in Table 3: P1 precipitates, Frank loops and
cavities. Very close to the sample hole, where the foil is
very thin, much less or no defects are detectable. This is
probably because the surface acts as an efﬁcient sink for
defects. As a consequence, the samples were characterised
far enough from the hole where the thickness is about
100 nm. Yet, this thickness was not measured but
estimated between 80 nm and 120 nm. This involves
an uncertainty (±50%) on the defects density, the
swelling and the volume fraction.
The samples L50M2, L50M1 and L47M1 given in
Figures 10A, 10C and 10E, do not show any sign of swelling.
There is no cavity but an important density of P2 (yellow
arrows) and P1 (red arrows) type precipitates, which were
not present before irradiation. P2 type precipitates are
particularly numerous in the high nickel sample L47M1
(E). The samples L50M6, L50M30 and L47M30 given in
Figures 10B, 10D and 10F show cavities. Therefore these 3
alloys are probably less resistant to swelling at this
temperature. Cavities are preferentially faceted with
{111} close-packed planes, as mentioned in the literature
[2]. This observation is particularly noticeable on L50M30
sample (Fig. 10D). L50M30 present the largest cavities
which can reach 200 nm diameters. Nevertheless, the
samples show heterogeneities probably due to segregations
(Fig. 2). Sides of the thin foil show cavities preferentially
concentrated at GB but other sides show homogenous
dispersion (Fig. 10D) where the swelling was roughly 2.8%.
The voids in L47M30 (F) are homogenously dispersed and
generate 0.38% swelling. Two populations are apparent:
a very dense set of cavities with a few nanometers size
and some bigger ones of about 22 nm which are generally
linked to dislocations. Finally the sample L50M6 (9B) has
scarce cavities with different sizes up to 80 nm. They are
only present in some places, often next to GB, large
precipitates or between twins. On can notice in Figure 10D,
an association of a cavity with a P2 precipitate but
this phenomenon was very rare in all the samples.
Under neutron irradiation cavities are often associated
with G-phases or M6C precipitates [7,12,16,17,38]. Most of
the time cavities were linked to the dislocation network as
one can easily observe in Figure 10B. In such cases,
dislocations are easy diffusion paths for point defects
(interstitials or vacancies).
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A

Dislocaon

B
Cavity

C

D

Cavies

E

F

Cavies

Fig. 10. BFTEM observations after irradiation: (A) L50M2 (15/15Ti CW), (B) L50M6 (15/15Ti CW+650 °C/50 h), (C) L50M1
(15/15Ti SA), D) L50M30 (15/15Ti SA+800 °C/24 h) 2 mm far from GB, (E) L47M1 (15/25Ti SA), (F) L47M30 (15/25Ti SA
+800 °C/24 h).

Concerning P1 type precipitates, their density (and
volume fraction) in M1 state (solution annealed sample) is
lower. This could be explained by the lack of dislocations,
and as a consequence, a lack of nucleation sites.
Nevertheless, this explanation does not apply for the
M30 (SA+800 °C/24 h) samples, with low dislocations
density but with a high density of P1 precipitates,
especially L47M30 . In L50M6 sample (B) the P1
precipitation which were already present before irradiation (Fig. 5B), increased during the irradiation from
0.21% to 0.46% (TEM analysis).

Finally regarding Frank loops, their density in L47M30
is ten times lower than in the other samples. This can be
explained by the increase of SFE with nickel content. Frank
loops which create a stacking fault would nucleate with
more difﬁculties in L47 grade [19,20].
4.2 Discussion
In all the samples the swelling almost never go over 1%.
This indicates that irradiation was probably not conducted
at the swelling peak for each material. It is known to depend
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Table 3. TEM quantiﬁcation of three kind of irradiation defects: type P1 of precipitates, frank loops and cavities.
Sample

Precipitates P1 type (red arrow)

Franck loops

Cavities

Grade State

Place Size
(nm)

Density
(1021 m3)

fv (%)

Size
Size Density
(nm) (1021 m3) (nm)

Density
Swelling
(1021 m3) (%)

L50
L50
L50
L50
L47
L47

A
B
C
D
E
F

48
48
11
27
5
61

0.30
0.43
0.06
0.22
0.06
0.17

18
25
21
22
22
23

0
0.02
0
0.55
0
0.2 + 40

M2: CW
M6: 650 °C/50 h
M1: SA
M30 : 800 °C/24 h
M1: SA
M30 : 800 °C/24 h

4.5
4.8
4.4
4.9
5.4
3.6

2.1
1.4
1.9
2.6
2.4
0.16

/
19
/
36
/
22 + 4.5

0
0.01
0
2.8*
0
0.16 + 0.22

Experimental error estimation: ±50% for the density, fv and swelling measurements; ±10% for the size measurement.

on the vacancy mobility which is affected by the solutes
content of each alloy (Venker’s mechanism) [36]. Nevertheless, the results allow observing different phenomena.
4.2.1 Effect of titanium in solid solution
All the samples without cavities after irradiation (L50M1,
L47M1 and L50M2) have 0.2%Ti in solid solution before
irradiation. Cavities are visible only on pre-aged microstructures: M30 (D and E) and M6 (B) samples.
Consequently these alloys had less solutes and especially
titanium in solid solution than M1 (SA) and M2 (CW)
samples. This conﬁrms the major role played by titanium
in solid solution to limit the swelling. The creation of
solute-vacancy complexes (s-v) can act as recombination
sites for vacancies and interstitials [2,12,39,40]. When the
recombination processes are enhanced, the vacancy
supersaturation decreases. Hence the swelling is reduced.
According to the literature these complexes are formed
more easily with solutes having a bonding energy with
vacancies greater than 0.2–0.3 eV. For titanium, Ev–Ti =
0.3 eV [13]. Results of numerical methods by Mansur
show that with increasing values of binding energy, the
void nucleation decreases [40]. Finally, David et al. show
that the increase of titanium in solid solution reduces the
temperature of the swelling peak [25]. One can explain this
behaviour by the increase of vacancy mobility with the
titanium content (Venker’s mechanism) [36]. It will be
very interesting to perform irradiations at lower temperatures to check if some swelling can be observed in SA and
cold worked samples with lot of titanium in solid solution
(A, C and E samples).
4.2.2 Effect of nickel in solid solution
L50M30 (D) and L47M30 (F) samples followed the same
thermal cycle. They were both SA and aged at 800 °C
during 24 h before irradiation to force a coarse precipitation
and remove solutes from the matrix. They have probably
comparable amounts of titanium in solid solution.
Therefore, the difference between the two samples before
irradiation is the amount of Ni in the matrix. Unlike
titanium, the swelling temperature does not vary too much
with nickel content under ions irradiation [35]. Ni is known

to increase the incubation dose for swelling [11,25,35,41,42].
In our experiment, Ni decreases the cavities mean size but
increases their density. This density increase is due to the
presence of a population of a nano-cavities in L47M30 (F),
which are absent from L50M30 (D). The high Ni–v binding
energy (Ev–Ni = 0.26 eV) could contribute to the formation
of Ni–v clusters. Hence, these complexes would decrease
vacancies mobility, act as recombination sites for punctual
defects or as nucleation sites for cavities. The assumption
based on the trapping theory proposed by Mansur is
consistent with the TEM micrographs: there is a higher
cavities density but a decrease of the swelling, when the
nickel content increases from 15% to 25%. Nevertheless
these results contradict previous experimentations on
Fe–15Cr–XNi ternary alloys summarized by Muroga
et al. [43]. In these works, the sharp swelling drop with
nickel up to 35%Ni is explained by a drop of voids density.
Garner claims that this density reduction is caused by an
increase of vacancy mobility with nickel [35]. However, this
increase has been measured only by comparing X = 20%
with X = 45% Fe–15Cr–XNi ternary alloys. In the nickel
chemical content range of this experiment (from 15% to
25% of nickel) the vacancy mobility decreases according to
Venker and Ehrlich [36].
One can also notice the higher density of Frank loops in
the L50M30 than in L47M30 . Frank loops are very biased
sinks [44]. They could increase the vacancy supersaturation
and therefore the swelling in L50M30 (D) compared to
L47M30 (F).
The literature [28,39,41,43,45,46] discusses also the
dependence of sinks strength on nickel contents. By RIS
mechanisms, nickel is known to segregate around sinks
and reduce the dislocation bias. An enriched-nickel coating
around cavities strongly increases their biases against
interstitials and enhances swelling [46]. The RIS mechanisms decrease with nickel content in the alloy [42].
4.2.3 Effect of sinks density
L50M6 (B) and L50M30 (D) were both titanium depleted
before irradiation but L50M6 contains much less cavities
than L50M30 . This may be attributed to the presence of a
ﬁne precipitation combined with a dense dislocations
network in L50M6. The nano-titanium carbides stabilised
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the dislocations which are sinks for vacancies and interstitials. The supersaturation of vacancies is decreased and
consequently the void nucleation is decreased as well [4,6,7].

5 Conclusions
The formation of cavities under 2 MeV Fe ion irradiation at
600 °C in different microstructures of a 15Cr–15Ni and a
15Cr–25Ni, stabilized with titanium, was investigated.
– In this irradiation condition, solutes and especially
titanium in solid solution suppress void formation.
– Increasing the nickel concentration from 15% to 25%
decreases swelling. Nickel increases the number of cavity
but reduces their size in this experiment.
– The combination of a nano-precipitation with a dense
dislocation network decreases the number of cavities.
Additional irradiations at lower temperatures, to obtain
full swelling-temperature curves for each material, will be
necessary to complete the analysis.
The authors would like to thank warmly Nico Wispealare from
OCAS Gent for the elaboration of the model steels; Joel Malaplate
for his help in the design of the experiment; Yves Serruys and all
the JANNUS-Saclay team.

Nomenclature
x
’
t
M
r
Na
Ev–a

dpa per ions
ions ﬂux in cm2 s1
time in s
molar masse in kg mol1
density in kg m3
Avogadro number
vacancy–a bond energy
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